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Things Youve Never Done
Passenger

My freind actually figured this one out by watching the live
 
youtube video.

There should be more passenger tabs up sooner or later from myself

because me and my freind have a tribute band to them (Side-passenger)

Anyway, please rate etc...

Capo second fret:

Riff to replace the third bar of the G:

E|----------------|
A|-0h2-------0----|
D|----0--0h20-----|
G|----------------|
B|----------------|
E|----------------|

Verse 1
Bm
When you were younger
A
Blue eyed boy wonder
G                                     [Riff]
Never used to ponder on what life may hide
Bm
Now you`re older
A
the nights are so much colder
G
Never even told her how you feel inside

[Pre-Chorus]
Bm                           A
You were so proud with your head up in the white clouds
G
She`d call you so loud but you`d never know

Bm                          A
Now that you`re wiser you`d never compromise her
G
Every day you`d realise her



G
But this bird has flown

[Chorus]
           D                  A              G
And you`ve blown out all your candles one by one
           Bm                 A              G              
And you curse yourself for things you never done

Verse 2
She would wait for you
idolise adore you
love and reassure you you couldn`t let it be
you let it linger
slip on through your fingers
so that september she moved across the sea

[Pre-Chorus]
how your face dropped
how your heart stopped
sitting at the bus stop when they told you that she`d gone
so you run to the harbour
need to tell her that you love her
as the boat disappears you never felt so alone

[Chorus]
           D                  A              G
And you`ve blown out all your candles one by one
           Bm                 A              G              
And you curse yourself for things you never done

`cause you`ve blown out all your candles one by one
And you curse yourself for things you never done
Where were you when her hour of need had come?
Now you curse yourself for things you never done

Bm A G x2

[Bridge]
Now your grandson blonde haired blue eyed handsome
Calls you up from London and sits and asks you why
So your answer don`t be scared of failure
For the only failure is never to try


